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For a gas in which there is a significant amount of dissociation, the presence of both bound and
free states is well recognized. However, because of the interaction with other molecules in the
gas,the pair density matrix can include terms which are off-diagonal in arrangement channel.
Here an estimate in made of the magnitude and structure of these "half-bound" states at
equilibrium. A model separable potential and the impulse approximation are used to make this
estimate.
I. HALF-BOUND STATES

The equilibrium state of an N-particle system is governed by the Boltzmann distribution. In this, all N particles
are treated as interacting in an equivalent manner. Ifbound
states are present, it is chemically intuitive to consider a particular pair of particles as being either bound or not bound.
However, from the equilibrium (Boltzmann) distribution
for the N-particle system, there is nothing inherent to indicate which particles are bound, or even how many are bound
and how many are free. Because of the indistinguishability of
the particles, it is clear that all possible labelings (arrangement channels) of the N particles are equally probable. The
resulting description based on the presence of both bound
and atomic species has been referred to as the molecular
picture. This is in contrast to the atomic picture in which the
properties of the system are described solely in terms of
atomic species, irrespective of whether they are free or
bound. 1-4
In order to select out a pair of bound particles so as to
examine their properties, it is convenient to introduce projection operators P bij associated with particles i and} being
bound. Such an operator is defined in terms of the Hamiltonian H ij2) for the particular pair of particles. Unfortunately,
but crucial for the possibility of having chemical reactions,
this projection operator does not commute with the Hamiltonian H(N) for the N-particle system, so that the decision
that i and} are bound is not an invariant of the N-particle
system. Because of this noncom mutation, it is possible that a
pair, e.g., i and}, is simultaneously found to be both bound
and not bound. This is appropriately formulated by examining the properties of the reduced pair density operator pij2)
for the i and}th pair of particles to see if there is a component
of this operator that does not commute with Pbij , or more
precisely, if PbijPij2) [ 1 - Pbij ] is nonzero. Such an off-diagonal component of the pair density operator is here referred
to as a half-bound state. Other terminology that could be
used is that this is a bound-non bound state and its adjoint
would be a nonbound-bound state or alternately, that this is
a bound-free state whose adjoint is a free-bound state. The
latter notation actually implies that the two particles are
"free" on one side of the density operator, but then the concept of free implies that neither particle i nor} are bound to
any other particle in the system and such a criterion can be
rigorously phrased only within the description of all N particles in the system, namely within the structure of the N parti-

cle density operator p(N) . Evaluation of such an N particle
property is exceedingly difficult whereas the evaluation of
pair density operator properties are feasible. We look at the
half-bound state as an approximation to the truly boundfree (N particle) state and loosely use the terms interchangeably. Thus the present paper addresses only the structure
and magnitude of the off-diagonal component in arrangement channel of the pair density matrix P bU pij2) [ 1 - P bij ].
Even the general answer to this problem requires a great deal
of computation. Here we will be content with examining the
half-bound states at equilibrium at low density. Under these
conditions it is sufficient to consider the interaction of the
observed pair with a typical molecule of the system. For
computational simplicity, it is further assumed that particles
only interact pairwise, that the pair interaction is a separable
potential with a Lorentzian form for the associated momentum wave function and that the interaction of the pair with a
neighboring particle may be treated within the impulse approximation.
To our knowledge there is no mention in the literature of
off-diagonal in arrangement channel matrix elements of the
density operator, beyond Refs. 2-4 and the literature mentioned in these references. Half-bound states may play an
important role in recombination and decay chemical kinetics as long-lived metastable species. The formulation and
implications for chemical kinetics of how half-bound states
could influence recombination rate laws is presently under
investigation. That such states are present at equilibrium,
whether or not they may be explicitly observed, say by some
spectroscopic measurement, is what is of concern in the present paper. Here we investigate the presence of half-bound
states at equilibrium and give an estimate of their structure
using a model potential.
II. PROJECTORS AND THE PARTITION FUNCTION

The normalization of the Boltzmann density operator
requires a knowledge of the corresponding partition function. As well, it is useful to see how the distribution function
for the general N-particle problem reduces to the chemically
intuitive distribution function for a dilute gas of monomers
and dimers. Such a reduction does not appear in the literature that we are aware of, nor was it clear to us how such a
reduction should be formulated. This section presents one
method by which this reduction can be carried out.
Appropriate for a dilute gas of molecules, the interac-
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tions between molecules should contribute only to the virial
coefficients and other density corrections to the physical observables. With this viewpoint, potentials between molecules
will be dropped when considering a first approximation to
the partition function. But it is necessary to allow specific
particles to be bound, thus this neglect of intermolecular
potentials is not synonymous with the neglect of all interparticle potentials. What is done here is to keep the potential
between bound particles and to drop potentials between particles that are not bound. That raises the next question,
which particles are bound and which are unbound? First, it
is assumed that there are no n-bound states, where n is 3 or
larger.
A particular arrangement channel (partition) c of the
N-particle system specifies which pairs of particles are to be
considered as bound, and the remaining particles are considered free. Thus an arrangement channel c is considered as a
list of pairs of particles that are bound, for example, if N = 4,
two arrangement channels are c = (13), (24) and c = (23),
in the former particles I and 3 are bound, as well as 2 and 4,
whereas in the second channel, only 2 and 3 are bound, and
particles I and 4 are unbound (free). The set theory notation
Uk)EC is used to indicate that the pair of particles jk are
bound in arrangement channel c.
As a property of the two-particle Hamiltonian for the
pair of particles ij, there is a projection operator Pbl} onto the
set of bound states for the pair ij. A projector Pc onto arrangement channel c can in principle be constructed as a
product of Pbu's together with the extra constraint that the
range of the projector be orthogonal to all bound states of the
"unbound" set of particles. Since Pbl} is not expected to be
orthogonal to Pbik , this requirement is nontrivial but can be
solved for example by the standard device: if 1// is given, then

I

I/J = I/J' -

rpk (0 -1)k,(rp,II/J')

(I)

k'

is orthogonal to the set of states rpk where Ok' = (rpk Irp,) is
the overlap matrix for the states rp k .
The N-particle projectors Pc are in general nonorthogonal. Channel MqSller operators flc are defined in terms of
the channel Hamiltonian H c , the total Hamiltonian
H = Hc + Vc and the projector Pc according to
f""\

_

Hc -

1·1m e t- -

While fl~c
jectors,

iHt/Ii iH,.t/lip
c.

(2)

e

00

= Pc reproduces the above defined set of pro(3)

defines a set of orthogonal projectors which are complete
and commute with the total Hamiltonian

The Boltzmann factor for the N-particle system can now be
written as a sum of channel contributions5
exp ( - H IkT)

=

I

9 c exp( - H IkT),

as can the partition function QN =

~c

(5)

Qc. For each channel,

the contribution to the partition function can be divided up
into a free part and an interacting part
I

Qc=-Tr 9 c exp( - H IkT)
N!
I
Tr Pc exp( - HjkT)
N!

= -

1
+-Tr[9 c exp( -HlkT)
N!

- Pc exp( - Hc1kT)].

(6)

The interacting part can be expressed entirely in terms of the
channel Hamiltonian Hc according to
Tr[ 9 c exp( - H IkT) - Pc exp( - HJkT)]
=

Tr[flc exp( -HjkT)fl;
- exp( - HjkT)flJfl c ].

(7)

Clearly this vanishes if the channel potential Vc vanishes
(since then the MqSller operator flc is the identity) and thus
this term represents interactions between unbound particles,
which are density (virial) corrections. Such terms are ignored in the remainder.
The dominant free term factors because the channel
Boltzmann distribution factors

II

exp( - Hc1kT) =

exp( - H]k1kT)

(jk )<0

xn

exp( - H )lkT) ,

(8)

lEe

into a 2-particle and I-particle Boltzmann factors. The notation denotes the set of particles not bound in channel c. In
this way the channel partition function is approximated by

c

N!Qc ::::;Tr Pc exp( - Hc1kT)

(9)
where qM and qD are, respectively, the monomer and dimer
partition functions and Dc is the number of dimers (boundpairs) in channel c. The number of channels havingD dimers
is 4

N!

g(N,D) = - - - - (N - 2D)!D !2D

( 10)

and the total number of channels, irrespective of how the
particles are partitioned into free and bound pairs is denoted
by
G(N) =

I

g(N,D).

(II)

D

There does not seem to be any simple closed expression for
this latter quantity. In Ref. 4, the kinetic theory development
considered how a state with D dimers would evolve due to
bimolecular and termolecular collisions. The noncolliding
state of the gas was taken as the analogous sum over all
partitions of products of nonequilibrium free and bound pair
density operators as in Eqs. (5) and (8). Here it is seen how
this chemically intuitive structure is related to the general
Boltzmann distribution.
The canonical partition function for the full N-particle
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system can be immediately obtained by summing Eq. (8)
over c. This immediately gives
_~
g(N,D) N~2D(
QN-L..
qM
D
N!

pairwise additive potentials, thus consisting of a sum of land 2-particle terms, namely
N

)D
qD'

(12)

I

H(N) =

Hi l )

+ I

;= 1

To study the chemical equilibrium between monomers and
dimers, it is appropriate to find the maximum term in this
sum. Alternatively, and more elegantly, one can use the
grand canonical partition function

Vii'

(18)

l<i<I<;N

For the present purpose, particles 1 and 2 are singled out for
special consideration and it is convenient to partition H(N)
into an uncoupled Hamiltonian
(19)

2'=I,.{NQN:::::exP[,.{qM +,.{2 qD ].

(13 )

N

The average number of dimers is approximately evaluated as

(D >::::: I"{ NTrN

I

N

DePe exp( - HjkT)/(N!2')

V=

I

(Vii

+ V2i ),

(20)

i= 3

N

(14)

where Dc is the number of dimers in channel c. An analogous
calculation gives the average number of monomers as
(15)

It follows that this is consistent with the standard dilute gas
chemical equilibrium

( Qil)Z(~

in which the pair 1 and 2 do not interact with the remaining
N - 2 particles and an interaction

=
(D>

V

q~

.

(16)

qD

In this, H g) is thefull2-atom Hamiltonian for the pair (12)
and H(N - 2) is the full Hamiltonian for the remaining 3, .. "N
particles, Since a density expansion of Pbl is to be made, it is
also convenient to express the Boltzmann distribution in
terms of the resolvent of the Hamiltonian and subsequently
in terms of an appropriate T-matrix expansion, To start this,
the Boltzmann factor is written in terms of the resolvent
(fJ = l/kT)

J

~ y+

i

e - f3H _

21T

e - f3z dz
z-H'

ioc

-y-ioo

(21)

Other standard results also follow.

III. FORMAL EXPRESSION FOR THE HALF·BOUND
STATE

The reduced pair density matrix of the N-particle system is obtained from the N-particle density operator by tracing over all but the first two particles. Here the normalization of the pair density operator is taken as ~N(
- 1), being
the number of distinct pairs in the N-particle system. Selecting out the "bound~fre
part of this density operator gives
the quantity of interest
(Z)

1

,

2

Pbnb(12) =~N(-l)PbI2

Tr 3..... N { eT
{ ~/3H(\)}
rl ,2, ... ,N e

f3H('''}
. (I-PbIZ )'

(17)

The free-bound state is the adjoint ofthis, Again, it is preferable to assure that particles 1 and 2 are bound on one side of
the density operator and free (not bound to any other particle) on the other side, This requires explicitly solving the Nbody problem because of the nonorthogonality of bound
state projectors Pbij' Hence, the present treatment considers
only the case that particles 1 and 2 are bound on one side of
the density operator and not bound on the other side, This is
taken as an approximation to the bound-free state and will
be referred to as such and denoted by PbY ( 12), Further approximations are also required in order to estimate this
bound-free state, Here it is assumed that the gas is dilute, so
that the pair of particles 1, 2 are affected only by one other
molecule at a time, Other approximations will be made to
simplify the computation, principal of which is the impulse
approximation,
The N-particle Hamiltonian is assumed to contain only

where the contour integral must be such that it lies to the left
of the spectrum of H, ybeing a small positive constant that is
to be taken to zero at the end of the calculation, The resolvent can now be written in terms of the resolvent of the uncoupled Hamiltonian and the corresponding transition operator, namely
z_

H(O)

+ z- ~(O)

T(z)

z-

~(O)
(22)

where the transition operator defined by
T(z) = V

1
+ V z_H(N)

(23)

V.

Since H(O) does not allow for coupling between the bound
and free states of particles 1 and 2, the bound-free state depends entirely on T(z) and can be written
i

PbJ)(12)=-2
1T

X

Tr3"NJ~y+io

e~f3ZdzPbI2
-y-lOO

1 (0) T(z)
1 (0)
z-H
z-H

X (I - P b 12 ) -.:{f3~H(v)}

N(N - 1)

(24)

2 Trl,l, .. ,N e

Of the particles that interact with 1 and 2, some will be
free and others bound, Both these possibilities can be taken
into account by introducing the orthogonal projectors g; e
onto the different arrangement channels of the N - 2 particles 3, 4, ... ,N. For each arrangement channel c there is a
division of the Hamiltonian H j~Jv
2) = He + Ve into channel Hamiltonian He and channel potential Ve' The N-parti-
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Te (z) is a combination of contributions according to which
molecule (fL) particles 1 and 2 last interact with

cle Hamiltonian H(O) includes the full Hamiltonian for the
pair 1,2, so that its partition is appropriately
H (0) = H; + Vo where H; = He + H g). Analogously,
the total Hamiltonian for the N-particle system is partitioned according to H (N) = H ~ + V; where V; = Ve + V.
An expansion of the resolvent H(N) , appropriate for channel
c of the N - 2-particle system is
----=

1
z-H;

1

1

z-H;

Z_H(N)

+ - - - V 'e

Te(z) = &e

& e V (2 )." [ 1 + z _IH; T(z)

=

& e V(12),,,

[1 + z _IH;

T e,,]

+

~

+ & e V(12),,, z _IH;

+ Z_~(N)

v]=~

TCfl'

where

V(2 ),,,

(25)

z _ H; Ve z _

V(12),,,[I

(26)

+ V2i
+ V2i + VI k + V2k

if fL is the free particle j

Vii

-

This allows aT-matrix expansion 6 of Te (z) ==.9' e T(z) to be
performed. Channel c specifies how particles 3,4, ... ,N are
partitioned into bound and free clusters (molecules J-l). Thus
I

=

~

(N)

Vlj

if J-l is the bound pair jk

(27)

The TCfl (z) satisfy the relations

V]

[I
v~"

which can be rearranged into a T-matrix expansion

{

Te>'

+
e'~c

I

T e, (z)

+ Ve

Z -

1

H

(N)

(28)

V],

tor

particles is obtained by the transformation
+ He - H", which shifts the Hamiltonian He - H"
for the spectators into the exponent where a trace over these
particles gives a product of monomer qM and dimer qD partition functions. For a given channel c there are two possible
outcomes, corresponding to whether fL is free or bound. If Dc
denotes the number of bound pairs in channel c, then fL appears as a bound pair Dc times in the sum over J-l, and the
trace over the spectators gives, in this case, a factor
"
N - 2 - 2De
D - I (q M ) N - 2 - 2D'. Th e remaInIng
( 2q D)'
terms in the fL sum attribute fL to be free and the trace over
·
(2qD) D '(qM) N - 3 - 2D'. BIb
y a e1
t h e spectators t h en gives
symmetry, it is convenient to relabel fL as 3 iffL is to designate
a free particle, and 3,4 for a bound pair. Thus within the low
density approximation, the only dependence on channel label c is through the number of dimers Dc in the channel.
Since there are g(N - 2,D) channels with the same D, the
sum over c reduces to

z = z'

+

V

1

e Z_H(N)

V) ]

(29)

with
t"

=

V(12}." [I

+ ___,__1_____
z - He - & e V( 12)." &

&e V (12),"]

c

(30)
the binary transition operator between the pair 12 and molecule fL, but with the energy parameter including the energy of
all the remaining particles as spectators and the potential
constrained to act only within channel c. In a dilute gas situation, the sum over v in Eq. (29) involves more molecules
interacting with the pair 1,2, and thus involves a higher density. Likewise, the Ve term involves the interaction of molecule J-l with other molecules and this leads to density corrections. The sum over other channels c' also involves higher
ordered processes and will be dropped in the following. It is
thus sufficient for a low density estimation of the bound-free
state to retain only the binary transition terms.
Atlow density then, T(z) in Eq. (24) can be replaced by
a sum of binary transition operators, the sum being first over
all arrangement channels of the N - 2 particles with which
1,2 can interact and second, over all free and bound pairs
specified by that channel. Other density corrections arise
from the resolvent of H(O) , whose low density contribution
will be determined by the resolvent for H;, appropriate for
the channel of particles 3, ... ,N, and from the projector & <'
which is approximated by the projector Pc at low density.
Elimination of any explicit dependence of Pbl on the specta-

=

I

Dg(N - 2,D)(2qD )D- I (qM

)N- 2 - 2D

D

=

(N - 2)!

2

(31)

QN-4

for the term in which particles 1,2 interact with a dimer and
for the interaction with a free particle,

I

(N - 2 - 2De )(2qD )D'(qM )N-

3 - 20,

e

=

I

(N - 2 - 2D)g(N - 2,D)(2qD)D(qM)N-3-2D

D

= (N - 2)!QN_3'

(32)
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It follows that the bound-free state is given at low density by
(2)

_

I'Q N-3

Pbl (12) - - - -

j-Y+i

41TQN

e

-f3z

Tr3

-y-ioo

i QN_4
+-8
Q
1T

OO

N

j-Y+i
- Y-

OO

.

P
I P
bl2
bl2

z-Hg) -Hj!)

-f3zT

e

t(12) 3

.

Z -

H(2)
12

-

H(2)

QN-3 ANQN =,13
QN:::
'

N

-Y+iOO
j _ Y _ e - f3z dz Tr
1'00

3

z-Hg)-HjI)

(35)
The absolute activity A is related to the particle densities by

A

=

(M)
qM

nM h

=

nDh
-

3

=

(21TmkT)3!2
3

( (41TmkT)3/2qmt

)112

()
Z

I - Pblz
(2)
12 -

H

Z -

H

(33)

(2)

34

densities (quantities per unit volume) are finite. One way to
convert to such a picture is to transform to the Wigner function,X

(pIPb]> (P,R) Ip')

==

h\

f:

oc

eiQ'RHi(p,P + ~QIPb;)

(12) Ip',P -

~Q)d

Q,

(37)

(34)

and a similar term involving QN _ 4' Since even the evaluation of the interaction with a free particle requires the solution of a 3-body problem, the calculation is simplified by
using the impulse approximation 7 to estimate all binary
transition matrix elements. Thus t(l2).3 (z) will be approximated by t13 (z - Hi!) + t 23 (Z - H\I» and the dimerdimer term as a sum of four terms. In the latter the trace over
3,4 involves the bound state projector, which does not allow
separation of the 3 and 4 particle motions. It is reasonable to
separate the center of mass and relative motion for particles
3,4 and interpret the impulse approximation as the interaction of 1,2 with the center of mass motion of3,4, with a trace
the internal motion giving, after an appropriate shift of z, the
dimer internal state partition function qint. For purposes of
simplification the mass of the dimer 3,4 is taken as that of a
single particle. Then all transition matrix elements are the
same and a reasonable starting point for an estimation of the
bound-free state is

X

(12).(34)

34

The partition functions could be approximated by the
single term associated with the most probable value of D. A
more satisfactory solution is to switch to the grand canonical
distribution. This involves summing over all N which can be
exactly done within the approximations that have been
made, specifically

L

z-Hg) -Hj!)

t

Pbl2Pb34

r 34

100

(z) - - - - - - -

(D»)I/2

where p and P, respectively, designate relative and center of
mass momenta for the two particles. Total momentum conservation implies that Q = 0 and leads to the result that
there is no position (R) dependence. The result is a density
matrix in relative momentum, parametrized by the center of
mass momentum.
It is anticipated that there is only a weak dependence on
center of mass momentum. An average over P also simplifies
the calculation, which is designated by
(pIPb;)lp') =

(38)

For the three particle system, the Jacobi momentum coordinates which emphasize the pair of particles 1,2 are given in
terms of the individual particle momenta are chosen to be

and

(39)
and similarly for primed variables. The trace over particle 3
is equivalent to an integration over P3' The double integration over P = PI + P2 and P3 is equal to the double integration over P, and p~ . Since in all cases the total center of mass
kinetic energy separates from collisional contributions, a
shift in z allows the center of mass momentum dependence to
be displayed only as the exponential exp( - P;/6mkT),
whose integration is immediate. Collecting these results together leads to

( 1-(2)1 ') =

qD

f (plpbjl(P)lp')dP.

PPbl P

3

iA (1

+Aqint)

21T (3)

f-

-3!2A 3

Y+iOO e-f3Zdzfdpr
.

3

-y-loo

(36)

Thus A might be replaced by some combination of densities.
What combination is appropriate is not determinable from
this work.
Since all Hamiltonians conserve (commute with) the
total momentum, a momentum representation of the
bound-free state will contain a total momentum delta function (for the pair 1,2). This reflects the homogeneous nature
of the equilibrium density operator and implies that only

X (p ,P3r I

X

P bl2
Z

_Hr _Hr

Z-H~2

1 - P bI2

12

t 13. (Z -

H; )

Ip',~)·

3

(40)

Here the one and two particle Hamiltonians have a superscript r to designate that they are in relative coordinates and
A ==h 1(21TmkT) 1/2 is the thermal de Broglie wavelength. In
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2

the calculation section, the superscript will be dropped for
ease of writing. Estimation of the size and structure of this
equation requires an explicit potential. A particular separable potential introduced in the next section allows explicit
expressions to be obtained for the transition matrix, but even
then a complete calculation is computationally lengthy and
further approximations will be made.
IV. A SEPARABLE POTENTIAL MODEL

The application of separable or Yamaguchi potentials to
the study of the bound states and scattering of nucleons is
well known,9-12 but they generally seem to be ignored as a
model for chemical behavior. An exception is the recent
work on electron-diatomic and atom-diatomic reactions by
Pozdneev and Shcheglov. 13 The dominant advantage of the
separable potential is the analytical solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for two body scattering and more
important, the simplifying features that occur in the threebody problem. 14 While the mathematical simplicities of a
separable potential are obvious, the fact that the transition
matrix (for a realistic potential) is approximately separable
or factorable near a bound state energy has been emphasized
by Lovelace. IS The compactness of the kernel of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation implies that an operator of finite
rank,15.16 and in particular of rank one, may be used as an
approximation for the transition operator and thus for the
potential. Methods of approximating a realistic potential by
a separable potential have been given by Harms l7 and by
Ernst etal., 18 see Ref. 14 for a review of these questions. Here
only the simplest separable potential is used to illustrate the
properties of the half-bound state.
A rank one separable potential is defined in terms of a
normalized abstract state Ix> (xix> = 1) according to

(E-p Im)(pltPb>

(XltPb>

=

=

(pix>

(2J(l
1T

a +p

2)

I

2

m

Ix>(xltPb>

)

(43)
Here m is the mass of an individual particle so that m/2 is the
reduced mass andpI2 is the relative momentum between particles 1 and 2 defined by P12 = (PI - P2)/2· The (xl" 'Ix)
matrix element of the resolvent can be obtained for general
complex parameter z by integrating the momentum representation of the various quantities, thus

As long as z is not on the positive real axis, Qo(z) can be
easily evaluated using contour integration by closing in the
upper half of the complex plane. The result is

(45)
where q == Jmz and Imq> O. With the transformation
U = - iqla, (I - VaQo) = 0 yields

or
=

Ub

-

1±

~ - mVo
-'----"-

(46)

a

as the condition for the bound state. Since q must have a
positive imaginary component in order to have physical significance, ub must have a positive real part. Thus only when
Va is sufficiently negative that - m Vo > a2 , does U have a
positive real root denoted by u b which corresponds to the
bound state. The bound state wave function is then given by

(47)
M is the normalization constant satisfying
M -=

=

1
-P12

?

x(p)

Vo(plx> (XltPb>

Vo(xl (E

(41)

where the strength of the potential Va must be negative to
support a bound state. Such a potential supports, at most,
only one bound state. A separable potential is particularly
suitable for evaluating resolvents since a great deal of algebraic simplification can be accomplished. A one-dimensional Lorentzian model for X in momentum representation,
which corresponds to the original Yamaguchi 10 potential,
has already been used by one of us to illustrate the difference
between various parametrizations of the M~ler
wave operator. 19 Here a three-dimensional normalized Lorentzian for X
in momentum representation

=

aSub(u b + 1)3
~

+ ia)3

aqb(qb
=

~'

(48)

(42)

is used for making an explicit estimation of the properties of
the half-bound state. The parameter a has the dimensions of
momentum and describes the spread of the potential in momentum space.
The bound state wave function ItPb >is needed to obtain
the projector Pb 12' This can be evaluated in momentum representation involving only the relative momentum p. The
Schrodinger equation for the separable potential is solved for
the bound state by the following sequence of steps:

where qb = iau b· Now the projection operator Pb is simply
ItPb ) (tPb I since the potential supports only one bound state
per pair of atoms. This is clear since there is only one physical
root to Eq. (46) and the internal state partition function is

qint

= exp( - EblkT) = exp( q~/mkT).

(49)

It is also necessary to work with a general matrix element of the resolvent of the total Hamiltonian K + V in
which K is the kinetic Hamiltonian K = p2lm. The usual
expansion of a resolvent is
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1
1 [1
z-K- V= z-K

+

V

1
]
z-K- V

(56)

=_I_+_1_[V+ V
1
V]
z-K z-K
z-K- V
1
X--.

(50)

z-K

(xl" 'Ix) matrix elements of the first equality gives

Taking

(xl _
z

~

_ Vlx )

=

Qo(z)

[1 + Va(xl z _ ~

_ V Ix) ],
(51)

where

Qo(z) =

(xl

1

z_ K

Ix)·

(52)

This can be immediately solved to give

(xl

Ix) =

1

z-K - V

Qo(z)
1- VoQo(z)

(53)

Substitution of this result into the second form ofEq. (50)
gives for the momentum representation of the resolvent
(pI z -

=

~
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The problem of making an estimate of the free-bound state
now reduces to estimating F( p'). This involves the product
of two resolvents and the binary transition operator for particles 1 and 3. To evaluate such a product requires introducing two intermediate states which are conveniently chosen to
be labeled by p", p; and pili, P;, being the relative momenta
p", pili for the pair 1,2 while the momentum p; for particle 3
relative to the center of mass for the 1,2 pair. This latter is the
same on both sides of t l3 because neither resolvent changes
the (relative) momentum of particle 3. In the remainder the
superscript r is dropped, it being understood that the calculation is to be carried out in the center of mass frame.
Since the transition operator t 13 does not affect the momentum of particle 2, the matrix element of t 13 must contain
the delta function o( - p" - ip3 + pili + !P3)' associated
with the momentum of particle 2 on each side of the t matrix.
This implies that p" and pili are equal. Moreover, the t matrix
only involves the relative momentum of particles 1 and 3. On
using the explicit form for the transition matrix from Sec.
IV, this matrix element becomes

_ Vip')
o(p - p')

+

(z-p 2 Im)

X(p)
Vo
(z-p 2 Im) [1- VoQo(z)]

X(p')

X

(z - p,2lm)

(54)

Other matrix elements of the resolvent can be calculated
from this.
V. DETAILED FORM FOR THE HALF-BOUND STATE

The object is to estimate the bound-free state, Eq. (40),
using the separable potential of Eq. (41). It is first noticed
that there is only one bound state from which it follows that
the bound-free state factors into the product of the bound
state and a free state F(p') according to

(55)
Because of the definition of the bound-nonbound state, Eqs.
( 17), (35), or (40), F( p') is orthogonal to the bound state
tPb, that is

-

Z

tPb (P")tPb (p')
}
- Cb - (3pV4m) .

For simplicity of calculation, the denominator of this expression is replace by 1. Basically, if Va is not large, then the
denominator is close to 1 for most momenta, and differs
from 1 only near when 1 and 3 are bound. Assuming the
effect on the free state properties of particles 1 and 2 are little
affected by this effect, the approximation is equivalent to
approximating tl3 by the separable form Ix> Vo(xl. This is a
significant simplification since Qa(z') involves the square
root of z' and would thus introduce a branch point into the
calculation. Formally this approximation is equivalent to a
Born approximation but is viewed here as a separable approximation to the transition matrix. 14.15 It is noted in passing that for a local potential, the first order Born approximation to the bound-free state vanishes. Inserting this
separable approximation for the transition matrix into the
equation for the free state and expanding the term involving
the nonbound projector gives

(58)

If the z contour is shifted, replacing z by z + 3pj 14m, then the dependence on P3 appears only in an exponential and in the X
matrix elements. The integral over P3 is thus appropriately done first and F( p') becomes
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i)..

F(p') =

3 (1

+)..

21T(3)

J-

)

_3/~int

+

l'

A

ioo

- (3z

_e_ _ dz
Z-tb

-1'-ioo

r

dp"(¢blp")VoR(p")

J

(59)

the

P3

integral being denoted by

(60)
The function R (p") can be eval uated easily by first integrating over the angles of P3 and thus is found to depend only on the
scalar magnitude p". From the detailed form for X, the integral over the magnitude P3 ofp3 is recognized as a combination of u
functions 20

f

8a

_

31TP"

=~[(P"

e

-

d

3{3pj/4m

P3 P3
2
(lp"_Jp)2+a
2
4 3

+ 2ia)w( ~(P"

+ 2ia») + (p"

\J 3m

27p"

-

2ia)w(\J~(P" 3m

-

2ia»)].

(61)

The free state F( p') now appears as the sum of three terms corresponding to the three terms inside the curly brackets of
Eq. (59). Each term will be considered separately, being labeled as F r (p') with r taking on the values I, II, and III,
respectively.

A. Term I

The evaluation of the first term involves performing
only a simple z integration, so that
FI( ') = i)..3(1 +)..qint)VO¢b(P')R(p')

p
X

f-

y

21T(3)-3!2A 3
+ ioo

- y).. 3(1

The Z integral is independent of the other variables in the
E
system and gives a factor 21Ti[3e - f3 b • The integral over P" can
be thought of as the expectation value of the quantity R, so
that N III can be written as

ioc

e(z -

{3z

tb)(Z -

N

p,2/m )

+ )..qint) VO¢b (p')R(p')
(3) -

).. 3 (1

dz

e-{3Eh _ e-

31l A 3

tb -

(3p"lm

(p'2/ m ) .

(62)
Since tb and Va are both negative, it is clear that FI is a
positively valued function.
B. Term III

III

=

+ )..q.
(

3)

)[3 v. e - {3Eb

mt
a
- 3/2 A 3

(¢ IR I¢ ).
b

(65)

b

An evaluation of the expectation value is straightforward
but lengthy. Since neither R (p") nor (¢b Ip") depend on the
angles of p", these angles can be trivially integrated over.
Examination of the result shows that there is only an even
dependence on the magnitude p" of p", so that the integration over p" can be extended from - 00 to 00. These calculations reduce the formula for the expectation value to

The third contribution to F(p') depends on p' only
through the bound state wave function (¢b Ip'), so that
F(p,)III=Nm(¢blp'),

(63)

and only the constant N III needs to be evaluated. The integral for this is explicitly

3

NIIl

=

-iA. (1 +)..qint)VO
21T(3) - 3/2 A-3

J-Y+.ioo

(66)

e-{3zdz
0

--1'-100

X fdP"I(¢bIP"WR(P")'

(Z-tb)-

(64)

Now the p" integral can be accomplished by closing the contour in the upper half plane and using the explicit form for
the bound state, Eq. (47). Explicitly this integration gives
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(67)
Inserting this result into the P3 integration, a lengthy bit of algebra involving the identification of the specific w functions that
arise in each case leads to

(68)

c. Term II
The second term cannot be reduced to known functions, but is put in a form appropriate for numerical computation. The
method of reduction is similar to that used in the evaluation of the third term. The defining equation for term II can be written
as

Since there is no dependence on the angles of pI', these can be trivially integrated over. As in the term III evaluation, the
dependence on the magnitude pI' is even so the integral over pI' is extended from - 00 to 00. In this way the expression FII has
been reduced to a threefold integral, over z, pI', and the P3 integral which appears as the factor R (pI' ). The best order of
integration is not at all clear. The order of doing the z integral first produces a reasonable result, surprising in the sense that the
quantity Qo(z) is not analytic in z. In the following, z is converted to q = [,ni and the q integration performed. That leaves the
pI' integral last, which has to be done numerically. With these changes, the expression for FII can be written

(70)
where the Q function is defined by
(71)

The contour for the q integration is that deformed from the z
integration contour, so goes from - 00 to + 00, but lies
above all poles in the integrand.
To evaluate Q, the rational function in the integrand is
decomposed into partial fractions. Only one factor in the
denominator is double, the others all being single poles. Unfortunately the integration can not be done by residue theory
since the exponential does not allow the contour to be closed
at infinity. The partial fraction decomposition of the integrand is expressed as

(q2 _ p'2) (q2 _ p"2) (q

=

±~+

n~

1

q - qn

+ qb) (q + qb + 2ia) (q E8

qb)2

(72)

(q - qb)2

with the pole positions qn and expansion coefficients En listed in Table I. For a single pole term, the q integration gives a
w function 20 while the integral involving the second order
pole is a derivative of a w function. The end result is that the
function Q(p' ,pI') is given by
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TABLE I. Evaluation of Q(p' ,p").

'" 'f

Q(p ,p )

=

I

_

7

- n~' L
=

e- IJq'/'"(q+ia)2 q dq
(q2 _ p") (q' _ p"') (q + qb) (q + q" + 2ia) (q _ q,,)'
E"

ffnt,

f

e

13<//,"

dq

q-q"

E"W(

+EK

f

e- f3q '/ m dq
2
(q-qb)

-J!q,)ifEK[~2bW(

-J!qb)]
(p'

E _
, - 2(p'2 - q~

q, =p'

+ ia)'
+ q" + 2ia)(p"

)(p' - q" )(p'

q, = -p'

E _
(p"+ia)'
, - 2(p'" - qZ )(p" - q" )(p" + q"
q4

=

_ p"2)

E,=E'I'

-p"

+ 2ia)(p'"

_ p")

E4=Ef

E

i(-q,,+ia)'
-~

, - 8aq" (p" _ q~

E

q"
-~

7

X

+_I~

3
2(qb

+ ia)

2q"

E _
K -

- iEs

(~

- 2iq

bW( - ~

q

b) )

l
(73)

Most of the dependence on p" is contained in the expansion
coefficients En. For a givenp',Q(p',p") must be evaluated at

+ 2ia

+ 2ia)'] [p'" - (q" + 2ia)']

,,- 8ia[p,2 - (q"

E =E [

)(p'" - q~)

+ ia
qz )(p'"

q"
4(p" _

2q"

p'2 _ q~

_

p"2

-cib

]

qz)

a number of p" values as well as the other quantities appearing in the p" integral, Eq. (70), in order to carry out the
integration numerically. This was done using the integration
routine "DQINF" available at the UBC computing center,
which is an implementation of a procedure due to Squire. 2 1
The orthogonality, Eq. (56), of the final form for F(p") has
been verified, see the Appendix.
Computations have been performed for a number of different a and qb values. These are reported in Table II and in

TABLE II. Contributions to F,ed (p').
p'
a = 5.0,
qh = 2.0

a =0.5,
qb = 2.0

a = 1.0,
qb = 5.0

a =0.1,
qb = 0.5

10.0
5.0
1.0
0.5
0.05
0.001
10.0
5.0
1.0
0.5
0.05
0.001
10.0
5.0
1.0
0.5
0.05
0.001
10.0
5.0
1.0
0.5
0.05
0.001

Term I

Term II

Term III

F,ed (p)

0.6094E - 05
0.4808E - 03
0.4550E - 01
0.6522E - 01
0.7429E - 01
0.7438E - 01
0.2819E - 07
0.2996E - 04
0.7740E+00
0.3125E + 01
0.7330E + 01
0.7416E + 01
0.1735E - 05
0.6262E - 03
0.3634E + 00
0.6870E + 00
0.9059E + 00
0.9087E + 00
0.9416E- II
0.1675E-07
0.3790E - 01
0.6377E + 00
0.3181E + 02
0.4024E + 02

0.1982E - 02
0.173IE-OI
0.160IE+ 00
0.1859E + 00
0.1958E+00
O. 1960E + 00
0.2412E - 02
0.3348E - 01
0.325IE+OI
0.9165E+ 01
0.1894E + 02
0.1912E + 02
0.2989E - 01
0.2866E + 00
0.703IE+01
0.1157E + 02
0.1457E + 02
0.1460E+ 02
0.1099E - 04
0.1693E - 03
0.3781E - 01
0.1822E + 00
0.4096E + 01
0.5124E + 01

- 0.203IE - 02
- 0.1821E - 01
- 0.203IE + 00
- 0.2460E + 00
- 0.2639E + 00
- 0.2641E + 00
- 0.2454E - 02
- 0.3496E - 01
- 0.4095E + 01
- 0.1205E + 02
- 0.2533E + 02
- 0.2561E + 02
- 0.3019E - 01
- 0.2932E + 00
- 0.7329E + 01
- 0.1207E + 02
-0.152IE+02
- 0.1525E + 02
- 0.1118E - 04
- 0.1774E - 03
- 0.8878E - 01
- 0.8621E + 00
- 0.3550E + 02
- 0.4481E + 02

- 0.4407 E - 04
- 0.4176E - 03
0.2473E - 02
0.4998E - 02
0.6231E - 02
0.6244E - 02
- 0.4209E - 04
-0.1439E-02
- 0.6973E - 01
0.2425E + 00
0.9350E + 00
0.9497E + 00
- 0.3025E - 03
- 0.5847E - 02
0.6640E- 01
0.1837E + 00
0.266IE+ 00
0.2672E+ 00
- 0.1837E - 06
- 0.8138E - 05
- 0.1304E - 01
- 0.4195E - 01
0.4089E + 00
0.5480E + 00
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graphical form as Figs. I and 2. For purposes of computation, the absolute activity dependence of F(p') is cancelled
out so the results are reported as
.6~-'

I -- Hall-bound State x 10
II -- Bound State

3

Fred

(p')

A F(p')

(74)

A. 3( 1 + A.qint )e - {3Eb

A special case that gives a simple structure arises when
the binding energy - Eb is very large (compared to kT). In
this case term I is dominated by the exponential e - (3Eb while
Q(p' ,p" ), and consequently F II (p'), is dominated by the
terms involving
W(-.J!;qb)Z2e-{3Eb,

(75)

noting that Eb is negative. The combination of expansion
coefficients in Q(p',p") is
2(3
m
~-=

qb
4(p'2 -

q~)

[3

+ ia
(p,,2 -

q~)

2(qb

1
+ ia) +2qb
(76)

The leading factor of this isjust that required to change both
X(p') andx(p") into tfb (p') and tf(p"), which occur in Eq.
(70) for the evaluation of FII (p'). In this way the p" integral
in Eq. (70) becomes an expectation value in the bound state,
thus

3

( I [ 2(qb + ia)

X tfb R

qb

2(3qb

2qb

m

]I

+ p,,22_ q~

2qb
+ p'2 _ q~

I

+----

)

tfb·

_2L-~1'

a

3
p'

FIG. I. Dependence of Fccd (p') and

3

(3)

15

1

0

0
•

0
•

Itfb>[

3
+ ia) +~

4qb (qb

4qb

= 1.0.

I -- Half-bound Slale
II -- Bound Slale

1\>0

ft..

+ (tfblR

qb

~-,

(')

tfb p

-3/2A3

onp' for a = 5.0,

(77)

b

mVoA (l +A.qint)e-{3E

Ifb (p')

one bound state, the structure of the half-bound state factors
into a product of a free (nonbound, to be precise) state F( p')
and a bound state (Pltfb >which are orthogonal to each other. Since the bound state is a monotonically decreasing function ofp', the free state as a functionp' must have a node. A
numerical estimate for F(p') is given in Table II and the
figures.

Combining the three contributions to F(p') gives, for a
strongly bound system
F(p')

4

0

2]}.

21
p' - qb

(78)

Clearly the first two terms satisfy the condition, Eq. (56),
that F(p') be orthogonal to the bound state tfb (p').A simple
integration shows that the last two terms also satisfy this
orthogonality condition.
VI. DISCUSSION

The purpose of this paper has been to examine the elements of the reduced pair density matrix at equilibrium
which are off-diagonal in arrangement channels, in a dilute
gas system for a model separable interaction. This is the first
time, to our knowledge, that any estimate of a half-bound
state has been made. Since the potential employed has only

-.5

L-____~I ______~I

a

_ _ _ _ _ __LI_____

2

3

4

p'
FIG. 2. Dependence of Fccd (p') and

Ifb (p') on p' for a = 0.5, qb

= 2.0.
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Whether a property of a density operator is associated
with diagonal or off-diagonal elements of its matrix representation depends on the basis used for representing the operator. In chemical problems the notion of whether a pair of
particles is bound or not is a somewhat automatic way of
looking at things. Thus it is natural to base a description of
chemical phenomena on pair arrangement channels and it is
with this basis that the half-bound state is defined. But the Nparticle Hamiltonian does not commute with the projector
associated with the question whether a particular pair is
bound or not bound. At equilibrium the N-particle density
operator is diagonal in N-particle arrangement channels, Eq.
(5), but this does not imply that particles I and 2 are in a
definite pair arrangement channel. The resulting superposition of bound and unbound states for the pair is responsible

for the existence (at equilibrium) of half-bound states. Since
superposition of different states generally lead to energy level shifts, the (gas) density dependent shifting of spectral
lines may be a manner of directly observing half-bound
states. But of greater interest to the authors is the possible
role that half-bound states could playas intermediates in
chemical reactions, since these should be long lived because
of their bound state properties. The formulation of these kinetic properties is in progress and the present work provides
a basis for understanding their structure.
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I
APPENDIX: ORTHOGONALITY OF F(p') WITH RESPECT
TO THE BOUND STATE

This Appendix verifies Eq. (56), using the three parts of F(p') given by Eqs. (62)-(71). These integrals can generally be
expressed in terms of matrix elements with respect to the bound state case, in particular for terms I and III:

f

.1. (

'f'bP

')FI(

P

')d

P

'= ...13(1

+ Aq.

Int

) v,0 \ .1.

'f'b

(3)-3!2A3

Ie -f3€" -e -f3p"lm RI. I .),
E -p'2/m
b

'f'b,

(AI)

and

f

.1. ( ')FIII( ')d '= N
P

'f'bP

P

III

=

,13(1+,1
)v'e- f3€
qint
0
(.1. IR 1'" ),
(3)- 312 A 3 kT
'f'b
'f'b

(A2)

The expression for term II is a bit more complicated, being a threefold integral derived from Eq. (70),

f

¢

b

(p')FII(p')dp'=

4m2V2A3(1 +,1
)
0
qint
(3) - 3/2 A 3

i

oo

0

¢

b

(p")R(p")X(p")(¢ IQ(p'p")lx)p,,2dp".
b'

(A3)

p' is the integration variable that is involved in the Q(p',p") matrix element, while Q(p',p") is itself a contour integral over q,
Eq. (71). It is convenient to do the p' integration first. The dependence on p' arises through ¢b' X and a single factor in Eq.

(71 ). On expressing ¢ b in terms of X,
.1.
'f'b

(p') = 1TM

X(P')

r::.,2

ya

(A4)

2 '

P - qb

the p' integral becomes

1TM(q - qb) (q
m voJ{I (q

+ qb + 2ia)

+ ia)

2

(q~

_ q2)

(A5)

Inserting this into the Q(p',p") matrix element leads to a significant cancellation. The q contour integral is conveniently
changed back to a z = q2/m contour integral which is immediately performed by residue theory, yielding
(¢bIQ(p',p")

Ix) =

f3
f3P
-1T¢(p") [e- €"_e- "'lm +f3e-f3€,,].
3
m VoX(p")
Eb _p"2Im

(A6)

This again uses the relation between ¢b and X, Eq. (A4). With this matrix element substituted into Eq. (A3), the term II
contribution to the orthogonality condition, Eq. (56) exactly cancels the combination of the term I and III contributions.
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